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Swiss beauty brand Valmont is partnering with private aviation firm Jet Edge and ultra-luxury hospitality management
company Montage International to enhance travel experiences.

Through the collaboration, flyers onboard Jet Edge flights to Montage and Pendry properties will enjoy amenities
from La Maison Valmont. This is the latest move Valmont has made as it positions itself in the lifestyle and
hospitality space.

Skincare in the skies
Jet Edge travelers visiting any of the Montage Hotels & Resorts, Pendry Hotels & Resorts and Montage and Pendry
Residences around the world can enjoy skincare amenities courtesy of Valmont.

The Valmont amenity kits include a deluxe size of the label's Prime Renewing Pack, Eye Instant Stress Relieving
Mask, Prime Contour and Priming with Hydrating Fluid. The products will ensure that clients arrive at their
destination looking refreshed and rejuvenated after their flights.

Additionally, Jet Edge owners, Reserve members and charter flyers with a confirmed Montage or Pendry reservation
can enjoy special charter rates for flights to all Montage International destinations.
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Valmont skincare will leave Jet Edge travelers  looking refreshed. Image courtesy of Valmont

Montage International has properties in glamorous destinations in the Bahamas, Mexico and throughout the U.S.,
including Sonoma County, Hawaii, New York and more. The group's spas are already known for using Valmont
products.

From start to finish, the partnership with the three brands will ensure a seamless and exclusive travel experience that
will pamper clients.

Valmont is also forging into the hospitality space with new ultra-luxurious residences for the maison's most valued
clients and friends.

Les Residences Valmont are opening their doors in four countries, offering the opportunity for guests to fully
immerse themselves in the brand. The residences bridge two of Valmont's pillars, beauty and art, through their
design and bespoke experiences (see story).
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